October 2011
President’s Message…by Brian Hart
Welcome back to the members of the club as we begin a new season of activity. In making the transition from a
long hot summer to a cool September we are also getting in gear to participate in club events and activities. Our
collaboration with the Northumberland Arts Council has resulted in a fine exhibition of prints in the
Northumberland County building at 600 William Street in Cobourg. The timing for this event was rather sudden but
club members did a great job in stepping forward to make their prints available. Our regular annual exhibition of
prints will take place at the Capitol Theatre in Port Hope in October. This venue will not be accessible to the
general public because it is inside the theatre; however, the large number of patrons attending shows throughout the
month will ensure a high visibility for our photographs.
With a new director for outings comes a new set of ideas for photographic opportunities. These outings are a
wonderful opportunity for members to work collaboratively to explore the photographic potential of a setting or
event. It can be a time for sharing expertise and learning not to mention a great opportunity to socialize – something
we do well as a club! For new members in the club, attending these outings is a good way to get involved and meet
other members.
Preparing photographs for exhibition can be a daunting hurdle for beginners. Not only is there the doubt as to
whether the image is good enough, there is the decision on where to have the print made and in affording the high
cost of framing. We will address some of these factors in our meetings this year with the hope that it will accelerate
and simplify the process for those who have not yet ventured into exhibiting their work. Through a combination of
“do-it-yourself” and standardizing the process, it should be possible to achieve presentation images at reasonable
cost with a reasonable amount of effort. This is an important aspect of photography and the more members we have
who are able to participate the stronger we will be as a club. Hoping you are getting some great fall photos!
Our “Prez” capturing a rock carving image at the Rice Lake Gallery.
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>> Eileen Mountain<<
Born in Toronto and living in Northumberland County for over fifty-five
years; married with two grown children and four grandchildren. Worked
as an administrator and regional manager in the retirement industry for
over 20 years. Eileen is now retired, and lives with her husband, Russel,
and 95 lb Lab, Hanna, on Lakeshore Road in Port Hope.

far left: cabin as seen
from the “Canadian;”
left: Pacific Rim
i
Eileen joined Northumberland Photography Club in late 2006
looking to explore an interest in the Arts. Armed with an entry level
Canon Rebel XSI, and claims “there is nothing that I do not enjoy
photographing.” Eileen is an “artist, not yet finding my medium. The individuals in the club are a
great group of talented individuals and I may well discover there is a talent hidden behind my
lens.”
Recent travels have included a ten-week adventure living in
Northern Portugal, and two return trips by train to Vancouver
taking the Ferry to the Islands along with mail ship transportation
up the West Coast. Canada is still by far her favorite travel
destination.

Santiago de Compostella,
Spain

View from the Canadian
Northern Portugal
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Eileen Mountain, Featured Photographer…..

Tofino, Spain
Pt. de Lima, Town Square, and relaxing couple, Portugal
She Qua Ga
Tumbling Water

Bom Jesus, Bragga, Portugal

Fly Catcher

Evening Display on Barn Door

Beautiful photographs
from a well-travelled,
sharp- eyed photographer
who finds and captures
interesting images
wherever she goes…. and
then shares them with us!!!
Thank you, Eileen. This
will inspire our members
to dust off their lenses and
pay closer attention to
their surroundings –
wherever they are.

Source of Water for Garden
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Joe Schmeiss keeping an eye on things!

Group
photo of
members
capturing
images in
Toronto

I have attached some group photo shots of our spectacular day at Queen's Quay and Kensington
Market. Wonderful day from start to finish. Bryan Marjoram

AT THE FISH LADDER!!

David O’Rourke’s Lucky “Catch”!!!
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“This is the one and only fish that jumped while I got a crick in my neck waiting! The 2nd image
is the house that sat on the riverbank and looked so pretty.”
Elaine Amenta
And our third lucky “angler”,
Allan Short, submits this image.

Allan also captured the “tree”, so oftphotographed, just north-east of
Bailieboro. Great shot, Al!

Rice Lake Gallery image submitted by Bob Kearns

More Rice Lake Gallery images below…left: Allan Short, center: Bob Kearns, right: Larry Keeley
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Allan and
Andreas
‘captured’
at
Primitive
Design.

Is that an alligator sneaking up on
Elaine??? David O’Rourke image

Three images captured by Allistar Gillespie at Rice Lake Gallery.

Sylvie capturing beautiful images, as
always, and David displaying his unique
style!

PARAPROSDOKIANS….senttousbyBobRobertson



"Figure of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or phrase is surprising or unexpected; frequently
used in a humorous situation." Example: "Where there's a will, I want to be in it."
Ok, so now enjoy......
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Ron Dacey, owner of Primitive Designs.

Thanks, Ron, for letting the Northumberland Photography Club have free rein to capture images.You
have so many beautiful items in your ‘store’ that the main challenge for us photographers was to
decide in which direction to point our cameras! We thank you and your staff for your great hospitality!
Jeff and Allistar discussing
photographic strategies.

Sharon and Mary have spotted
something interesting.

Bob Robertson on his “throne.”
Ray and a
beautiful
subject!

Dawn checking the correct settings.

Do not argue with an idiot. He will drag you down to his level and beat you with experience.
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Jeff getting ready to shoot!

And which one is David???

Bonnie admiring some of
the exquisite items to be
found throughout Primitive
Design. A place well worth
visiting either with, or
without, a camera.

Light travels faster than sound. This is why some people appear bright until you hear them speak.
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Outings Report by David O’Rourke

We had an excellent outings month in September with a wide variety of
subjects to shoot. On the 15th we met at the Pope Hope fish ladder and
watched stupid salmon swim in circles while they stubbornly refused to
jump. But that debacle was redeemed by a delightfully informal brown bag
lunch in Dawn and Larry’s beautiful backyard. From there we drove up to
the Rice Lake Gallery and shot an incredible outdoor display of stone
carvings from Zimbabwe. It turned out to be a great day despite the stupid
fish.
Then on September 24th, we met at Primitive Designs where there were so
many Indiana Jones-type things to shoot that some members chose to stay there rather than do the
Indy 500 down to Port Hope to attend the Jazz Festival Parade. The Parade, however, was worth it
with some NPC members choosing to stick around Memorial Park and attend the Festival.
The next day, on the 25th, the weather was sun block outstanding. In just over an hour we made it
down to Toronto’s Harbourfront, which we shot for over an hour and a half before dining in the
always elegant Shoeless Joe’s and then heading up to Kensington Market. On the last Sunday of the
month during the summer, the Market is made into a car-free zone with the result that the streets
are packed with tons of interesting and deeply troubled people just dying to have their photos
taken. I think all agreed it was a great day. But, alas, if you missed September’s outings, don’t
despair. Here’s what we’ve got lined up for October, so try to keep these dates free. Details will
follow, so stay tuned!
1. Thursday, October 13th, from approximately 2 to 6 in the afternoon, we’ll be shooting
Kawartha Downs on Highway 28. We’ll be given a little tour including some of the barns
before being brought to the track itself for the 4 o’clock post time. Don’t miss this one!
2. Sunday morning, October 16th, we’ll head up to the Rice Lake Conservation Area to shoot
the changing leaves.
3. Sunday morning, October 23rd, we’ll drive to Peter’s Wood, just a short drive north of
Cobourg, and continue to take in the autumn splendour.
The outings are a great way to get yourself out (if you have a big screen TV like I do) and
taking pictures. You are always guaranteed at least a few photographs that you can be
really proud of, and you get to familiarize yourself with some places that you hopefully will
return to on your own (with your camera) again and again in the years to come.
David O’Rourke
NPC Outings Director
davidorourke@cogeco.ca
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>Subject: Creative Vision photography workshops: Join Nancy Falconi in a very unique
opportunity to photograph wild animals; lynx, wolves owls...in a fence free environment. We meet
at 10am for1 hour to discuss tips and information on photographing wildlife, we will focus on a
number of techniques to help you capture dramatic images, and then we will spend 3 hours
photographing up to 6 animals. Nancy also has an extensive background in teaching and developing
courses, for universities, colleges and for corporate training. Join Nancy in her creative vision
workshops, as she helps people see and develop their creativity.

www.nancyfalconi.net

www.nancyfalconi.com

nancy@nancyfalconi.

> IN FOCUS: There are 18 spots left for the IN FOCUS exhibition at the Capitol Theatre. We
need our members to step up and fill these spaces. This is a chance to display your photographs
and show off the great work our club can produce. Remember that the picture should be minimum
10 x 12, framed with wire attached for hanging. The success of the show is going to depend on the
members. For those that have already signed up to display a picture, thank you for being part of
the show. Can you please forward the name of the piece, value of the picture and if it is for sale.
> Bob Bell WRITES TO SAY:
Monarch Butterflies... finally. To see a larger version of any image in my blog, just click on the
image.
For most images, bigger is better. http://rgbell.blogspot.com/
> Still a few spaces left on the Fall Equinox Oct 22nd. Great waterscape, colour &
nature potential only 45 miutes from the GTA! www.robkennedyphotos.com Rob

> Hi all, Have you run out of gas Creatively? Here's a course that's sure to rid you of the
Pre-Autumn Blahs... Still a few spaces left on my Creating in the Field workshop this
weekend Sept 24th. Hope to see you there! 1411 Glenforest Cresent, Peterborough, On
K9K 2J1 www.robkennedyphotos.com (Editor’s note: this event is over; however, members might
want to record this web site for future use.)
> Dr. Steven Levinson – guest photography presentation at NPC, Oct. 3rd, Ruth Clark Center

> Brown Bag Photography at the Ruth Clark Center, Oct. 3rd.

Evening news is where they begin with 'Good Evening,' and then proceed to tell you why it isn't.
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Larry

This has surely been a great month
for capturing “outing images”!!
From the fish ladder to Rice Lake
Gallery to Primitive Design, the
Jazz Festival and then on to the
Toronto Harbour and the Kensington market area!! What great
opportunities to exercise your photographic skills, socialize with your friends and meet new people.
One person with whom it was a pleasure to both meet and get to know on one of these outings is
Letwin Mugavasi, pictured above with Eileen Mountain and Dawn Knudsen-Keeley. Letwin is a
stone carver from Zimbabwe and is currently “on loan” exhibiting her carving skills and works of
art at the Rice Lake Gallery. It was fascinating to listen to her talk about her artwork and the great
difference in how people react to it in both Canada and Zimbabwe. We wish her much success in
this endeavour.
Another very interesting person we encountered is Ron Dacey, owner and manager of Primitive
Designs. As you wander through his store, you can’t help but wonder how, and where, Ron finds
and displays his ‘treasures.” Capturing images at this site was a huge pleasure!
David O’Rourke, our Outings Director, is determined to steer us on, and into many more
adventurous outings. I would ask each participant to attach two of their images to an e-mail and to
send this to me for insertion in our newsletters. You can send the same two on to Andreas to be
projected at our nightly meetings, or select two other images. We will then have an ongoing record
of these images in the Monitor. Who knows, maybe the basis for another book, down the
road…..someday!

NPC Executive

Brian Hart – President… 905 797 2478

Wendy Thorn – Outreach… 705 395 1952

Ray Williams - Vice President … 905 885
4309

David O’Rourke – Outings …905 885 1491
Bill Bates – Treasurer… 905 372 0256

John Draper - Past President … 905 372 5839
Andreas Gada - Audio Visual --- 705 924 3109
Elaine Amenta – Secretary… 647 724 8537
Joe Schmeiss – Membership… 905 885 6755
Richard Looye - Communications … 905 885
8865

Larry Keeley - Program/Newsletter… 905 885
9288

